
Handy Andy
ANDY RYNIARCZUK, an All-American honorable mention
last season, will be leading Penn State's soccer team as it
kicks off its season tonight against George Washington at 7
p.m. on Bill Jeffrey Field. The Lions, ranked eighth in a
preseason poll, were NCAA quarter-finalists last year.

A night on the
ol' soccer field

Penn State's soccer team
went through it's first, last
and only workout under the
lights last night in
preparation for this evening's
season-opener with George
Washington.

"Truthfully. it was not so
good," coach Herb Schmidt
said, as practice ended and he
walked off Jeffrey Field to
put away the white-and-black
soccer balls. "We're still not
doing things quite the way I'd
hoped we would be."

The lineup for the game
was stillnot set, he explained,
with a few positions still
remaining to be filled even at
this eleventh hour.

Andy Rymarczuk and Rick
Allen would open inside on the
front line, he said, with
Jimmy Startzell and John
Marsden on the wings. Chris
Bahr would take the center
halfback position with Gary
Kline and either Tom Kehan
or Bruce Allen flanking him.

The fullbacks also
presented one questionable
position. Schmidt said. Scott
Frazier and Dave Reise were
set but the other position
could be either Bob Vieh-
wager's or Dave Boles' or
belong to both. Gary Mac-
Math, of course. would start
in the goal.

While the practice was in
session earlier, Star tzell, out
for the moment, had looked
toward the field.

"I like it," he said, in
reference to. playing under
the lights. "This is the first
time we played under them
but I like it.

"In the day you look around
and there are people
everywhere and cars and
things happening. You can
smell the cows over there,"
he said, motioning past the
newly-installed scoreboard.

"But now the field is lit up
and everything else is dark. It
makes the game the center of
attention."

Moments later Rick Allen
came near, moving the ball
downfield but being cut off at
the side line by a defneder.
Behind him Andy Rymarczuk
was poised for a pass.

"Behind you, behind you,"
Startzell called "Nugget."

There was a lot of talking,
screaming, yelling on the
soccer field last night. Much
of it was criticism from one
player to another. None of it
was taken with hard feelings.

"That's what we were just
talking about," Startzell said.
"Making sure that
everybody's criticism were
constructive."

Schmidt's criticisms were
not harsh last night but his
disappointment was evident
nonetheless. The defense
particularly had been paining
him and a great deal of
practice had been devoted to
it.

"I don't know," he said. "It
just wasn't exactly what I had
hoped for."

Another small disap-
pointment was the new
lighting. Only 50 of the 90
lights had been put up and the
areas surrounding the goals
were not quite as bright as
they could have been. RINIc
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PSU's first athletic event under the lights

New-look Lions host
By RAY McALLISTER
Assistant Sports Editor

quarter-final team are back,
headed by Andy. (Nugget)

was referred to as "the
stalwart defender." Kehan,
just now getting over the
effects of knee surgery,
probably will split his playing
time between his fullback
spot of last year and halfback.

Also expected to see quite a
bit of action are halfbacks
Gary Kline, Bruce Allen,
Emil Kopilovich and Scott
Matlack; fullbacks Scott
Frazier, Dave Reice, Bob
Viehwager and Dave Boles;
goalies Gary MacMath, Mike
Arnold, Walt Loose and John
Gratti; and wing Steve
Locker.

"They're basically a foreign
team," Lion coach Herb
Schmidt said, "so they have a
lot of experience."

"It's a whole new Rymarczuk. Rymarczuk led
ballgame!" read the Phillies' the team with 14 goals last
promotional line of last year. season and tied Chris Bahr
For them it wasn't, of course, for the scoring lead with 18
but things lo9k to be working points.
out a little belter for the Penn Rymarczuk also is being
State soccerballers this year. touted as being Penn State's

The booters open their 1972 next All-American, the 40th
season with George Lion ever and the first since
Washington at 7 p.m. tonight Per Torgerson fifteen years
on newly-named Jeffrey ago.
Field. The game will mark Nugget is amply backed up
Penn State's first outdoor by Bahr, whose 18 points last
athletic event of any sort to be year came on 12 goals and
played at night. six assists, Rick Allen (eight

And the Lions will be goals, five assists) and Dave
playing with—in addition to to Reice (four goals, five
the lights new European- assists) in the scoring
style jerseys and a new department.
electric scoreboard. In fact Little-used Jimmy Startzell
one of the few things which is has now become a starter and
not totally new will be the he, along with freshman John
team itself. It may be a good Marsden, could supply ad-
thing. ditional fire power.

For nine of the ten scorers Also returning is Tom
from last year's NCAA Kehan, who all last season

Indeed the Colonials'
backgrounds are in some nine
different countries, most of
those where soccer is the
national pasttime and played
by everyone from age three
on.

"I know they have a very
strong defensive unit,"
Schmidt said of the Colonials.
"They usually do."

Schmidt has been making
no secret of the fact that his
own defense could use a bit
more polishing and he has
been working it hard most of
the fall. The Lions put in their
final practice last night under
the new lights.

The Colonials of George
Washington (0-1-1) find
themselves in a bit of trouble
this year. The team, which
shows nine freshmen and
seven sophs on its 25-man
roster, obviously is young and
collegiately inexperienced.

But coach Buck Davidson,
himself and All-American at
Penn State in 1929, has a few
things going for him. One is
the return of his two leading
scorers of last year, Murat Doe, Losak namedSeyhun and sophomore Ken
Garber. Another is Harry Doe and John Losak
sophomore Kevin Hoyle who have been elected co-captains
has been handling the center of the 1972-73 Penn State
fullback position well thus fencing team.far. And yet another is yet Doe, a senior fromanother sophomore John
Lubitz, who has taken over Philadelphia, and Losak, a
the goal-tending chores. 'senior from Pittsburgh, were

Despite their youth, the selected by the returning
Colonials may not be as lettermen from last year's
"young" as they seem. team.

The defense will have to
contend with Derya Yavalar
and Victor Villagra, in ad-
dition to Seyhun and Garber.
The Colonials now have
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Penn State vs GW
GAME TIME 7 p.m. tonight at Jeffrey Field (far

side of University Dr. near Beaver Stadium). Field
dedication ceremonies begin at 6:45.

ADMISSION Free.
PARKING Free infootball "red" area; entrance

by baseball backstop.
1972 RECORDS George Washington, 0-1-1 (Tied

Salisbury 2-2, lost to American 2-1); Penn State:CH).
SPEED A toss-up. GW plays a foreign-, ball

control-type game, relying on speed, short passes and
finesse. The Lions also are quick, particularly in the
line and at the halfbacks.

DEFENSE No doubt the strong point of the
Colonials, who have always been a defensive team,
anyway. Penn State's defense should be strong this
year but, untried as of yet, it couldbe the weakest point
tonight.

SCORING GW's leading scorers of last year,
Murat Seyhun and Ken Garber, are back but Derya
Yavalar and Vic Vallagra lead this year. Penn State's
Andy Rymarczuk, Chris Bahr and Rick Allen are
proven threats; Jimmy Startzell, John Marsden and
others are capable.

PREDICTION Openers are tough to figure but
teams should be close in first half. Look for Lions,
getting untracked, to blow it open inthe second.

ESTIMATED SCORE Penn State 4, George
Washington 2 RMc

Marital
Enrichment
Workshops

Couples experiencing marital difficulties and those
wishing to enhance an already good relationship
through a free, eight-week, professionally run
Workshop are invited to call the Psychological Clinic at
Penn State (865-2191)

A brief interview will be arranged in which details of
the program will be explained. Please call soon as the
workshops will commence in the next few weeks. Open
to all local residents and students and personnel of the
University.
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scored only three goals in
their two games, two by
Seyhun and the other by
Garber.

Fitting is Buck Davidson's
return to Penn State tonight
for the dedication of Jeffrey
Field. Bill Jeffrey, Penn
State's most successful
soccer coach ever, coached
Davidson in the late '2os.

Jeffrey put together a 153-
24-29 mark inhis 27-year stint
here, which ended in 1952. He
died in 1966.

Dedication ceremonies will
precede the 7 p.m. game by
fifteen minutes. Also on hand
will be the Little German
Band (starting at 6:15) and
the Lion and Penn State's
cheerleaders.
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GEORGE C. SCOTT
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A ROBERT CHARTOFF-IRWIN WINKLER PRODUCTION
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With the sting of realism
and excitementthatmade ita

top bestseller.
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